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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an automatic com-
position system based on genetic algorithm and N-gram
model considering chord progression. In the proposed sys-
tem, the tone and the length of sounds are expressed in
a form of gene, and some melodies are generated by ge-
netic algorithm. In this system, the fitness of the gene is
calculated based on (a) transition of rhythm, (b) transition
of tone, (c) transition of tone and length, (d) transition of
the number of sounds per bar, (e) transition of chord pro-
gression, (f) similarity of rhythms between bars, (g) rate
of unique sounds of scales and (h) difference between two
sounds. We carried out a series of computer experiments
and confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed system.

1. Introduction

Since the automatic composition was realized based on
the Markov process in 1957, much research on the au-
tomatic composition has been carried out[1]. As such
methods, the methods based on various techniques such
as the Markov process, the Hidden Markov Model(HMM),
the neural networks, the fuzzy inference, the genetic
algorithms[2] and the genetic programming.

For example, in ref.[3], the automatic composition is re-
alized by the genetic algorithm[2] and N-gram model[4].
Although this model can realize the automatic composition
which reflects the features of melodies used in the learning,
they cannot always generate natural melodies.

In this paper, we propose the automatic composition sys-
tem based on genetic algorithm and N-gram model consid-
ering chord progression. In the proposed system, the tone
and the length of sounds are expressed in a form of gene,
and some melodies are generated by genetic algorithm.

2. Automatic Composition System based on Genetic
Algorithm and N-gram Model considering Chord
Progression

2.1. Outline

In this paper, we propose the automatic composition sys-
tem based on genetic algorithm and N-gram model consid-
ering chord progression. In the proposed system, the tone
and the length of sounds are expressed in a form of gene,
and some melodies are generated by genetic algorithm. In

this system, the fitness of the gene is calculated based on
(a) transition of rhythm, (b) transition of tone, (c) transition
of tone and length, (d) transition of the number of sounds
per bar, (e) transition of chord progression, (f) similarity of
rhythms between bars, (g) rate of unique sounds of scales
and (h) difference between two sounds.
2.2. Learning of Feature in N-gram Model

(1) N-gram Model for Rhythm

In the proposed system, two N-gram models for rhythm
are used.
(a) N-gram Model for Rhythm per Two Bars MR1

The sequence of rhythm per two bars in the block j for
the melody m is given by

R1(m j)
N s

1(m j)+2
1 = {R1(m j)1,R1(m j)2, · · · ,R1(m j)i, · · · ,

R1(m j)N s
1(m j)+2} (R1(m j)i ∈ CR1) (1)

where N s
1(m j) is the number of sounds and rests in the block

j of the melody m. In the melody of four-four time, CR1 is
given by

CR1 = {b1, b2, e1, e2, s1, · · · , s96, r1, · · · , r96} (2)
where b1 and b2 show the beginning of the block. b1 shows
the case where the first sound begins at the beginning of the
block and b2 shows the case where the first sound begins at
the end of the previous block. e1 and e2 show the end of the
block. e1 shows the case where the last sound ends in the
block, and e2 shows the case where the last sound continue
to the next block. s1∼ s96 show the begininng of the sound,
r1∼r96 show the begininng of the rest, and 1∼96 show the
position in the block. In the proposed system, the minimum
length of the tone (unit length) is set to 1/3 length of the
demiquaver.

In the N-gram model of rhythm per two bars MR1, the
probability is estimated by

P(R1(m j)i+1
i |R1(m j)i

i−N+1) =
N(R1(m j)i+1

i−N+1)

N(R1(m j)i
i−N+1)

(3)

where N(R1(m j)i+1
i−N+1) is the number of the rhythm se-

quence R1(m j)i+1
i−N+1, and N(R1(m j)i

i−N+1) is the number of
the rhythm sequence R1(m j)i

i−N+1.

(b) N-gram Model for Rhythm per Four Bar MR2

The sequence of rhythm per four bars in the block j for
the melody m is given by

R2(m j)
N s

2(m j)+2
1 = {R2(m j)1,R2(m j)2, · · · ,R2(m j)i, · · · ,
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R2(m j)N s
2(m j)+2} (R2(m j)i ∈ CR2) (4)

where N s
2(m j) is the number of sounds and rests in the block

j of the melody m. In the melody of four-four time, CR2 is
given by

CR2 = {b1, b2, e1, e2, s1, · · · , s192, r1, · · · , r192}. (5)
In the N-gram model of rhythm per four bars MR2, the

probability is estimated by

P(R2(m j)i+1
i |R2(m j)i

i−N+1) =
N(R2(m j)i+1

i−N+1)

N(R2(m j)i
i−N+1)

(6)

where N(R2(m j)i+1
i−N+1) is the number of the rhythm se-

quence R2(m j)i+1
i−N+1, and N(R2(m j)i

i−N+1) is the number of
the rhythm sequence R2(m j)i

i−N+1.
(2) N-gram Model for Tone MT

In the N-gram model for tone MT , the probability is es-
timated by

P(T (m)i | T (m)i−1
i−N+1) =

N(T (m)i
i−N+1)

N(T (m)i−1
i−N+1)

(7)

where T (m)i is the tone of the ith sound in the
melody m, N(T (m)i

i−N+1) is the number of tone sequence
T (m)i

i−N+1, and N(T (m)i−1
i−N+1) is the number of tone se-

quence T (m)i−1
i−N+1.

(3) N-gram Model for Tone and Length of Sound

In the N-gram model for tone and length MS , the proba-
bility is estimated by

P(S (m)i | S (m)i−1
i−N+1) =

N(S (m)i
i−N+1)

N(S (m)i−1
i−N+1)

(8)

where S (m)i is the tone and length of the ith sound in the
melody m, N(S (m)i

i−N+1) is the number of the sound se-
quence S (m)i

i−N+1, and N(S (m)i−1
i−N+1) is the number of the

sound sequence S (m)i−1
i−N+1.

(4) N-gram Model for Number of Sounds per Bar

In the N-gram model MB, the probability is estimated by

P(B(m)i | B(m)i−1
i−N+1) =

N(B(m)i
i−N+1)

N(B(m)i−1
i−N+1)

(9)

where B(m)i is the number of sounds in the ith bar in the
melody m, N(B(m)i

i−N+1) is the number of the sequence
B(m)i

i−N+1, and N(B(m)i−1
i−N+1) is the number of the sequence

B(m)i−1
i−N+1.

(5) N-gram Model for Chord Progression

In the N-gram model MC , the probability is estimated by

P(C(m)i | C(m)i−1
i−N+1) =

N(C(m)i
i−N+1)

N(C(m)i−1
i−N+1)

(10)

where C(m)i is the chord in the ith bar in the melody m,
N(C(m)i

i−N+1) is the number of the sequence C(m)i
i−N+1,

and N(C(m)i−1
i−N+1) is the number of the sequence C(m)i−1

i−N+1.
2.3. Automatic Composition System based on Genetic

Algorithm
(1) Gene Expression for Melody

In the proposed system, the gene is expressed by rhythm
and tone.

The rhythm information is expressed by 0 (rest), 1 (the
beginning of the sound), 2 (the state that the sound con-
tinue) per unit of length. In this expression, the sequence
“02” are not permitted, only the sequence “01” are permit-
ted. If there is the sequence “02” in the gene, the following
sequence including “02” R(g)b

a

R(g) j ∈



{1, 2} ( j = a − 1)
{0} (a ≤ j < i)
{2} (i ≤ j ≤ b)
{0, 1} ( j = b + 1)

(11)

is changed into
R(g) j = {0 or 2} (a ≤ j ≤ b). (12)

The tone information is expressed by the tone and oc-
tave.
(2) Generation of Initial Gene

In the proposed system, initial genes are generated based
on the feature of training melodies. The feature of training
melodies are expressed in the Markov model MR3 for the
state transition sequence and the occurrence probability of
the sound o at the position i Pi(o).

In the Markov model MR3, the probability P(R1(m j)i

|R1(m j)i−1) is given by

P(R1(m j)i|R1(m j)i−1) =
N(R1(m j)i

i−1)
N(R1(m j)i−1)

(13)

where R1(m j)i is the rhythm state at the position i in the
block j of the melody m, N(R1(m j)i

i−1) is the number of the
sequence R1(m j)i

i−1 and N(R1(m j)i−1) is the number of the
sequence R1(m j)i−1.

The occurrence probability of the first sound P(R1(m1)2)
is given by

P(R1(m1)2) = N(R1(m1)2)/Nm (14)
where N(R1(m1)2) is the number of state R1(m1)2, and Nm

is the number of training melodies.
The first state after the state b1 is generated based on the

Eq.(14), and the remain rhythm state sequences are gener-
ated randomly based on the Markov model MR3. The tone
of each sound is determined based on the probability Pi(o).

The probability of the sound o at the position i Pi(o) is
given by

Pi(o) = No
i /Ni (15)

where No
i is the number of sounds whose tone is o and be-

gin at the position i, and Ni is the number of the sounds
which begin at the position i.
(3) Evaluation
(a) Fitness on Transition of Rhythm

The fitness on transition of rhythm is calculated based on
the N-gram models MR1 and MR2.
(a-1) Fitness on Transition of Rhythm per Two Bars

The fitness on transition of rhythm per two bars of the
gene g, VR1(g) is given by

VR1(g) =
2

NB

NB/2∑

j=1


1

NS
1 (g j)

NS
1 (g j)∑

i=1

P(R1(g j)i+1
i | R1(g j)i

i−N+1)
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(16)
where NB is the number of bars in the melody, and NB was
set to 16. NS

1 (g j) is the number of sounds and rests in the
block j. In Eq.(16), P(R1(g j)i+1

i | R1(g j)i
i−N+1) is the proba-

bility calculated by the N-gram model MR1. R1(g j)i+1
i is the

ith state in the block j of the melody expressed in the gene
g, and R1(g j)i

i−N+1 is the i−N +1 ∼ i−1th rhythm sequence
in the block j of the melody expressed in the gene g.

(a-2) Fitness on Transition of Rhythm per Four Bars

The fitness on transition of rhythm per four bars of the
gene g, VR2(g) is given by

VR2(g) =
4

NB

NB/4∑

j=1


1

NS
2 (g j)

NS
2 (g j)∑

i=1

P(R2(g j)i+1
i | R2(g j)i

i−N+1)


(17)

where NS
2 (g j) is the number of sounds and rests in the block

j. In Eq.(17), P(R2(g j)i+1
i | R2(g j)i

i−N+1) is the probability
calculated by the N-gram model MR2. R2(g j)i+1

i is the ith
state in the block j of the melody expressed in the gene g,
and R2(g j)i

i−N+1 is the i − N + 1 ∼ i − 1 rhythm sequence in
the block j of the melody expressed in the gene g.

(b) Fitness on Transition of Tone

The fitness on transition of tone is calculated based on
the N-gram model MT .

The fitness on transition of tone of the gene g, VT (g) is
given by

VT (g) =
1

NS (g)

NS (g)∑

i=1

P(T (g)i | T (g)i−1
i−N+1) (18)

where NS (g) is the number of sounds in the melody ex-
pressed by the gene g. P(T (g)i | T (g)i−1

i−N+1) is the prob-
ability calculated by the N-gram model MT , T (g)i is the
number of ith tone in the melody expressed by the gene g,
and T (g)i−1

i−N+1 is the i− N + 1 ∼ i− 1th tones in the melody
expressed by the gene g.

(c) Fitness on Transition of Tone and Length

The fitness on transition of tone and length is calculated
based on the N-gram model MS .

The fitness on transition of tone and length of the gene
g, VS (g) is given by

VS (g) =
1

NS (g)

NS (g)∑

i=1

P(S (g)i | S (g)i−1
i−N+1) (19)

where P(S (g)i | S (g)i−1
i−N+1) is the probability calculated by

the N-gram model MS . S (g)i is the ith tone and length in
the melody expressed by the gene g, and S (g)i−1

i−N+1 is the
i − N + 1 ∼ i − 1th tone and length.

(d) Fitness on Transition of the Number of Sounds per
Bar

The fitness on transition of the number of sounds per bar
VB(g) is calculated by the N-gram model MB, and is given

by

VB(g) =
1

NB

NB∑

i=1

P(B(g)i | B(g)i−1
i−N+1) (20)

where P(B(g)i | B(g)i−1
i−N+1) is the probability calculated by

the N-gram model MB. B(g)i is the number of sounds of
the ith bar in the melody expressed by the gene g, and
B(g)i−1

i−N+1 is the numbers of sounds in the i−N +1 ∼ i−1th
bars in the melody expressed by the gene g. Here, the num-
ber of sounds does not include the number of rests.
(e) Fitness on Transition of Chord Progression

The fitness on transition of chord VC(g) is calculated by
the N-gram model MC , and is given by

VC(g) =
1

NB

NB∑

i=1

P(C(g)i | C(g)i−1
i−N+1) (21)

where P(C(g)i | C(g)i−1
i−N+1) is the probability calculated by

the N-gram model MC . C(g)i is the chord of the ith bar in
the melody expressed by the gene g, and C(g)i−1

i−N+1 is the
i−N + 1 ∼ i− 1th chord sequence in the melody expressed
in the gene g.
(f) Fitness on Similarity of Rhythms between Bars

The fitness on similarity of rhythms between bars VRS (g)
is given by

VRS (g) = fRS


1

NB/4C2

NB/4∑

i=1

NB/4∑

j=i+1

Lg
i j + a ·


ng

i j

Ng
i

+
ng

ji

Ng
j



 (22)

where Lg
i j is the rate of sounds and rests whose length and

position are same in the blocks i and j. Ng
i is the number of

sounds and rests in the block i, Ng
j is the number of sounds

and rests in the block j, ng
i j is the number of sounds and

rests in the block i which begin at the same time to the
block j, ng

ji is the number of sounds and rests in the block
j which begin at the same time to the block i, and a is the
constant.
(g) Fitness on Rate of Unique Sounds of Scale

The most of the melody in C major consists of C, D,
E, F, G, A, B. These sounds are unique sounds of scale
of C major.

The fitness on rate of unique sounds of scale in the gene
g, VUS (g) is given by

VUS (g) = fUS

(
NUS (g)/NS (g)

)
(23)

where NS (g) is the number of sounds in the melody ex-
pressed by the gene g, and NUS (g) is the number of the
unique sounds of scale in the melody expressed by the gene
g. fUS (·) is given by

fUS (u) =

{
1 (u > θUS )
u/θUS (otherwise) (24)

where θUS is the threshold for the rate of unique sound, and
is given by

θUS = min
m

{
NUS (m)/NS (m)

}
(25)

where NS (m) is the number of sounds in the melody m,
and NUS (m) is the number of unique sounds of scale in the
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melody m.

(h) Fitness on Difference between Two Sounds

The fitness on difference between two sounds of the gene
g, VD(g) is given by

VD(g) =
1

2Dmax + 1

Dmax∑

i=−Dmax

fDi

(
ND

i (g)
ND(g)

)
(26)

where Dmax is the maximum difference between two
sounds, ND(g) is the number of differences between two
sounds in the melody expressed in the gene g, and ND

i (g) is
the number of differences between two sounds whose value
is i. fDi(·) is given by

fDi(u) =


(1 − u)/(1 − θi

D2) (θi
D2 < u)

1 (θi
D1 ≤ u ≤ θi

D2)
u/θi

D1 (θi
D1)

(27)

where θi
D1 and θi

D2 (θi
D1 ≤ θi

D2) are the thresholds on the
difference between two sounds i, and are given by

θi
D1 = min

m

{
ND

i (m)/ND(m)
}

(28)

θi
D2 = max

m

{
ND

i (m)/ND(m)
}

(29)

where ND(m) is the number of differences between two
sounds in the melody m, and ND

i (m) is the number of dif-
ferences whose value is i in the melody m.

(i) Fitness of Gene g

The fitness of the gene g is given as the weighted sum of
the witnesses calculated in (a)∼(h).

V(g) = wR1VR1(g) + wR2VR2(g) + wT VT (g)
+wS VS (g) + wBVB(g) + wCVC(g)
+wRS VRS (g) + wUS VUS (g) + wDVD(g) (30)

where wR1, wR2, wT , wS , wB, wC , wRS , wUS and wD are the
coefficients.

2.4. Estimation of Chord

In the proposed system, the chord per bar is estimated by
the 3-layered hierarchical neural network which is trained
by the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm[5]. In the neural
network, the rate of tone in three bars is given to the net-
work, and the chord of the center bar is estimated.

3. Computer Experiment Results

Here, we show the computer experiment results to
demonstrate of the effectiveness of the proposed system.

3.1. Generation of Melodies

Figure 1 show the melodies generated by the proposed
method.

3.2. Features of Generated Melodies

Figure 2 show the distribution of two sounds of trained
melody and 30 generated melodies. As shown in Fig.2, the
distribution of difference of tone between two sounds of the
generated melodies is similar to that of the training data.

C G7 C F

4
4

C G7 C F

C Gm C G7

C G7 C F

(a) from Japanese Children Song

(b) from Game Music

G C F7 G6

4
4

Am7 C Em7 G6

Amadd9 G6 Amadd9 G6

G6 G6 F C

(c) from Animation Song

Figure 1: Generated Melodies.
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(a) Training Data
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(b) Generated Melodies

Figure 2: Distribution of Difference of Two Sounds.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the automatic composi-
tion system based on genetic algorithm and N-gram model.
We carried out a series of computer experiments and con-
firmed the proposed model can generate natural melodies
which have the features similar to the melodies used in the
learning.
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